NADEX 2 Hour 1 Hour MASTERS
Program
Learn to Master and DOMINATE
the NADEX 2 Hour 1 Hour
Expiration for a More Stable
Approach to NADEX Trading for
a Living vs Other Binaries,
Cash Flow and or…. for
Looking to Ramp Up Your
Trading Account to Large
Levels & CRUSH It!

Get Started in the NADEX 2 Hour 1
Hour MASTERY Program for Helping
You Crack YOUR Inner Game Code as
Well as Your Outer Game Code
through the Mastery of Our
Proprietary Strategies for the
MASTERY to Virtuosic Levels.
So You’ll Eventually Have a Response to Just
About Every Single Price Action Scenario in the
Markets with a High Probability Smart Way to
Exploit the Markets for Profit While Better
Avoiding Trouble….

Access Strategies & Courses Right Away
Plus a New NADEX 2 Hour (1 Hour) Strategy
Monthly. The Strategies Are Different
Types of Trading for: The Targeting to
Expiration of Binary Options, “Swing
Scalping” for Riding Momentum then
Capturing Profits, ITM premium Grabbing

and Pops Trading, OTM Home Run Trading,
OTM Swing Scalping & More. Save. Avoid
Pitfalls. Master Many Strategies to Have
a Plan of Action for Just About Every
Market Condition
Once you start thinking about the very real possibility of
starting to profit a couple, a few thousand dollars a day
while then eventually getting up to mid-five figures a day,
by simply becoming a really good strategy trader, then you
will have goal, something to look forward to something to
building up into which can keep you focused. So you need a
goal.
And as per your interaction with the markets, that goal
should be related to the bottom line, which in trading is:
making money and making money on a daily basis.

But really it’s more than that: most people get into
trading to make A LOT OF MONEY. I would suggest that you
think set your goals towards making a lot of money, not just
a little bit of money. This tends to work out better in
trading.
And if don’t have a money accumulating focus in the markets,
then you’re in the wrong business.
If you’re looking for
entertainment, something fun and exciting to do, then you’re
probably in the wrong business. Trading can be fun and
exciting for sure, but that’s if you first developed
structured habits that are conducive to making profits from
the markets.
How exactly do you make that happen? You get educated. You
learn the inner game of trading which we teach a lot about.
You learn the outer game of trading which would be to learn
and master trading strategies and their optimizations, which
we teach.
When you can prove yourself consistent on a small amount,
as with one contract, then that consistency can grow your
account pretty quickly with our money management position
strategies.
But the discipline to prove yourself
consistent in that one contract is the foundational key to
success going forward. You must pay a certain amount of
foundational development dues in trading in order to
succeed; and few people do. And really, it’s not that hard
to do so compared to the amount of work, time and effort in
mastery in various other things in life. So mastery in
trading is much easier, but it still requires some work. You
can do it with our help.
Master many many strategies and then you’ll have a plan of
action best suited for the current price action scenario in
real time at the moment. The more strategies you master the
better you’ll become at avoiding mediocre money traps in the
market as well and the more profitable opportunities you’ll

be able to capture and not miss. Virtuosic strategy mastery,
of many many strategies is one of the main points of this
mastery training membership. We want to help get you to a
point where you become a virtuoso trader, able to put on a
great trading performance, even being able to make money on
command, being able to have an optimal way to profit from
the markets no matter what the market is doing. Fortunately
with binary options and spreads, you have that flexibility
to do so.

As you become better and better and more and more accurate
in your NADEX 2 hour / 1 hour binary options trading then
you can have bigger average position sizes. This will allow
you to accelerate growth, to even compound growth in your
account. Eventually your position sizes can grow as your
results remain consistent to the point where, let’s say,
you’re averaging $50,000 a day or more per day, daily cash
flow.
Some people may feel little uncomfortable about thinking
about making $50,000 a day, but don’t. It’s not a big deal
and is simply math game that you build up into. Because, as
you learn to master price action and master yourself in the
process, while proving yourself small and allowing your
account you grow by proper compounding, then you can put
yourself in the position to methodically grow your trading
account to the levels you desire.
So we look to do things right and become very solid in our
trading first. And after you form this solid base, your
position size can grow and grow by simply trading in a solid
way as your trading account grows.
In short, by becoming more accurate and consistent in your
trading, which comes from mastering more strategies and
while mastering the inner game (your mind and emotions)

better and better, you can start making more money faster
and faster.

The 2-hour binary overlaps into the 1 hour binary
most of the time. This provides us with an 1 hour
binary scenario which provides greater deltas so
we can profit more from momentum. So essentially
we are playing the 1 hour binary. But we will
also teach spread and the use of knock outs for
taking advantage of moves that are within the 1
hour price cycle. We’ve discovered many ways,
high probability well paying ways to profit in
and around this 1 hour price action cycle.
The 2-hour NADEX binary option with 1 hour
overlap, NADEX or traditional binary (or even
regular emini, Forex or stock day trading for
that matter) offers some very nice time
coordination with price action. This means that
we can take advantage of these price action
scenarios with a strong, stronger stronger than

usual position size.
The 2/1 hour NADEX binary gives us great Dynamic
deltas that we can take advantage of as time
ticks down for large percentage gains and easy
rides into expiration. The premium therefore
decays profits faster into our account if we are
in the money. And the deltas increase as we get
closer to expiration which means that we can make
more money faster, with less of a move in the
underlying asset .
We will show you a variety of Home Run trading
strategies with the 1 hour expiration binary.
We will show you strategies on how to take to
accelerate up and ramp up profitability.
Learn how to master the NADEX 2 Hour 1 Hour
Binary Options Expiration .
Learn strategy after strategy month after month
until you master each strategy, until you own it.
As you learn more strategies and more strategy
optimizations, then you’ll be able to increase
your accuracy, your winning more and more when
you trade.
Access Strategies & Courses Right Away Plus a New
NADEX NADEX 2 Hour 1 Hour Strategy Monthly for
Expiration, Swing Scalping, ITM, OTM Home Run
Trading & More.
Save. Save a lot of money versus if these binary
options strategy products were sold individually.
Access strategies that you may not be able to
access from the rest of our site.
Receive some of our hidden treasure stash
strategies that we probably wouldn’t have
published otherwise since it’s just easier to put
these strategies out in a membership so we can
focus on R&D instead of marketing.
Access new breakthrough NADEX NADEX 2 Hour 1 Hour
Binary Options Expiration strategies as we make

new breakthroughs on a regular basis.
Learn how to better Avoid Pitfalls. Discover
pitfalls to avoid that are hidden that only
experienced traders, trading educators and
trading systems developers would know.
Master Many Strategies to Have a Plan of Action
for Just About Every Market Condition.
Become so good at the NADEX NADEX 2 Hour 1 Hour
Binary Options Expiration that you have the
ability to come into the market at any time, just
about, and pull cash out of the markets on
demand.
Accumulate these strategies but also put them to
work immediately on to mastery. We will teach you
how to master these strategies and how to use
smart trading business math and position sizing.
We will teach you how to develop your own trading
businesses. Trading businesses can be better than
any business you can imagine that’s out there.
Access really good stuff! Access Cutting Edge
binary options strategies that have evolved ever
since 2009 meaning that you get an incredible
depth of experience and development behind these
strategies.
Get started. Dive In. The strategies and content
will be digestible and doable each month so you
can master the strategy to the point where you
own it and can use it, on command, the rest of
your life.
Sign up below. You can manage your subscription
from the members area to stop or restart at any
time so no worries.
Click the add the cart button to get started.
$297/mo But for first 200 to sign up you can lock in $97/mo
which you can get when you can and you’ll get to keep it as
long as you’re a member. Recurring Membership management

billing is managed entirely by you in your back office so you
can stop, cancel your membership at anytime.

